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GeoStudio 2023.1


 


Upgrade your slope stability analysis capabilities with the newly released GeoStudio 2023.1! This release includes the newest product in the GeoStudio portfolio, SLOPE3D, empowering you to conduct enhanced 3D slope stability analysis. SLOPE3D’s advanced solving methods, integrated 2D/3D approach, and its unique integration with Seequent products can provide a more efficient and reliable geotechnical design. SLOPE3D, along with all other 2D and 3D GeoStudio products, is now available for customers using Bentley Connect licenses for E365 customers, as well as the typical Seequent sales channels.


SEE WHAT'S NEW
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Reinforced Walls and Slopes
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Excavations and Open Pit Mines
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Roads, Bridges and Embankments
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Ground Freezing and Climate Change
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Earthquake Deformations
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Vadose Zone Hydrology
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Explore GeoStudio


Perform sophisticated analyses with all GeoStudio products.

Learn More
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                        Seamless integration, unparalleled analysis capabilities





The integrated GeoStudio software suite enables you to combine multiple analyses using different products into a single modeling project.



Use this approach to model construction sequences, establish initial conditions, perform sensitivity analyses, model complex time sequences, or simply decompose a complex problem into a number of smaller, more manageable analyses.




Learn More
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I have been using GEOSLOPE’s software for my geotechnical design since 1996, and I have found that the comprehensive formulation, constitutive models, and intuitive interface allow me to effectively and efficiently arrive at a realistic solution for many practical problems dealing with fluid flow, slope stability and stress and deformation modeling under static and dynamic loading conditions.

- Bibhuti B. Panda

Amec Foster Wheeler
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We used GeoStudio to replicate measured pore water pressures and track factor-of-safety vs. time – even turning our modeled wick drains “on” and “off” to produce a failure at the same time and under the same conditions as actually occurred; that calibration analysis allowed us to model a reconstruction scenario with some 30,000 cubic yards of foam fill and predict/prescribe threshold pore water pressure and deformation values for field validation.

- Charles D. Hubbard

Braun Intertec
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I was introduced to SLOPE/W after grad school when I joined a foundation engineering company in New York City and analyzed numerous cases for embankments at a major international airport. The SLOPE/W analyses and results were well received by the owner’s geotechnical consultant, and as a result, design and construction were approved to proceed. SLOPE/W is easy to use and saved me a lot of time while performing the analyses.  I have been a continuous user since.

- George L. Costa

Costa Consulting Engineers
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	News & Events


	See all
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                        Get started with GeoStudio


Trial Version 

Buy Today
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Contact Us [email protected]


Follow us on social media: [image: Twitter]      [image: LinkedIn] [image: YouTube]
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